Third United Nations Presentation Important and Prophetic

The 3rd United Nations “New World Order” placement event of 1990 was of great significance in UN world government development - and it, like the two former UN manifestations (1919, 1945), and the fourth UN manifestation as world government (Dan11:45) in the future is foretold in prophecy. All four UN placements are foretold in prophecy by the 3rd and 4th UN placements of Daniel 11:30-45. The awareness of the significance of that 1990 3rd UN placement is the bridge to understand the 4th UN placement as world government of the future that it must lead to in time.

Bethel Aids Third UN Placement Cover Up

That the Bethel ministerial leadership ignores that prophetic and world government significance in the 3rd UN placement of 1990, conceals the 8th King development there, and became a co-promoting UN NGO endorser, is apostate evidence in actions from Bethel concurrent with this UN "New World Order" presentation.

The prophecy of the 3rd UN placement (Dan11:31b; Dan8:23a) that Bethel covers up (Dan8:12) with impossible fictional interpretations in light of that 3rd UN event, also has a parallel 8th King subversion and apostasy that concurrently develops in this time period, leading up to, and after, that 3rd UN placement.

Beth is a Symbol of the Anointed Christian Ministry

These apostate developments are in the restored Christian anointed temple (1914-1919) as the ultimate meaning of where the temple judgment actually falls. The "Bethel" "established place" (Dan8:11) and "fortress" (Dan11:31a) representation of that Christian anointed ministry is a visibly associated world seen ministerial claimant entity that can be used in the judgment to draw world attention to the meaning of the actual anointed Christian judgment (Rev8:3-5; Dan8:13-14) when it gets clearly explained later. (Rev6:7-12)

The "Bethel" JW worldwide organization is a known symbol of the anointed Christian ministry, because the anointed "body of the Christ" is actually invisible as to human perception contained in the remnant of the anointed Christian individuals. Thus Bethel will be a visible representation of the judgment effects that can be connected to the anointed Christian "temple" reality once the Bethel based apostates and impostors are removed by God. (Zech3:4-5; 2Thess2:8; Mal3:1-5)

Thus when we say "temple judgment" we mean the anointed Christian "body of the Christ" judgment, Bethel is merely it's claimant representatives now in foretold signal apostasy (2Thess2:3; Zech3:1-3) prior to that judgment to include Bethel "trampling" intrigues by 8th King planning. (Dan8:13)

Thus using Bethel as a recognized and globally known worldwide corporate/organizational association of that formerly Christian anointed ministry allows the effects of the judgment to be seen and connected to where it really is directed by God, to anointed Christians to start the final cycle as it's spiritual signal. (1Pet4:17); The temple judgment signals the final cycle commencement in the Daniel 11:42-45 context of world developments that must unfold some years into that 4th UN world tribulation cycle.

Prophetic Parallels of Daniel 8 and 11 Table

This table connects the prophecy of the 3rd UN placement and it's parallels in Daniel 8 and 11 to the concurrent co-forming apostasy also foretold in the same prophecy as now manifest in the Bethel ministry top administrations that was also maturing in apostate developments in that same time period and after.

The cover up of this 3rd UN placement significance and it's UN NGO 8th King covenant are the main evidence Bethel is now fully compromised as is the Christian anointed ministerial "constant feature" validity and influence removed (2Thess2:1-9) - all as foretold in the overall prophecy of the 3rd and 4th UN placement final progression. Co-developing as well with all this is the global stumbling and lawless record promulgation also being backed by Bethel internally by many lawless policies and scandals, such as the "pedophile paradise" and "shunning" program.

In any event as Bethel gets more brazen and confident with their deception, their lawlessness also becomes more recognizable and connectible to prophetic patterns as the "lawless one" starts to self reveal in the apostate Bethel ministry at the same time as evidence compounds. This Bethel internal collusion with 8th King prophecy and world development diversion becomes the true cause of all these effects that are now beyond coincidence or simply random oversights.

But it is God's prophecy that fully exposes what the 8th King has been up to since 1990 and that 3rd UN placement, as well as the true internal conditions co-developing at Bethel in some anointed Christian defection and the 8th King infiltration it enabled. It is all connected to the same signal 3rd UN placement events.

8th King Infiltration and Subversion in Bethel Apostasy

Though we have a 3rd UN placement cover up and UN NGO, we have to logically realize the subversion developments covered in these prophecies include the preparatory defection and infiltration of Bethel long before the UN NGO.

Since it was not until post 1914 Christian ministerial events that the anointed Christian ministry re-surfaced in full form of restoration on
the world scene, we know this is the earliest time the globalist 8th King/King North powers could "hurl denunciations against the holy covenant" because harlotous Christendom was already in the globalist pocket, and the anointed ministry was unknown until this time period of 1914-1919.

Thus any time after 1919 when the "holy covenant" was identified could this "consideration" actually be given to anointed Christians for infiltrative and subversive purposes by the King North powers. Jehovah's witnesses exposed the first two UN related "placements" as prophecy after 1919 and in 1945 and after. Somewhere between the 2nd UN placement of 1945 and the 3rd UN placement of 1990, Jehovah's witnesses UN tracking awareness was overridden to the point of becoming a UN NGO.

Thus these developments cover details from WW1 to the Cold War resolution overall, and the subversion specifics can only be speculated on after the 2nd UN placement was exposed properly to the point the 3rd UN placement was and still is ignored by the Bethel apostates and impostors now fully running that ministry.

### Daniel 8

#### 8th King Guided Subversion/Profaning Operation

(Daniel 8:11-12) And all the way to the Prince of the army it (8th King root "small horn") put on great airs, and from him the constant [feature] was taken away, and the established place of his sanctuary was thrown down. 12 And an army itself was gradually given over, together with the constant [feature], because of transgression; and it keptThrowing truth to the earth (cover up), and it acted and had success.

(2 Thessalonians 2:3-4a) Let no one seduce you in any manner, because it (temple judgment to world judgment) will not come unless the apostasy comes first and the man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son of destruction. 4 He is set in opposition and lifts himself up over everyone...(as the Governing Body has done (1976) and still does (2012 FDS "newlight") literally "lifted up" above all in self-exaltation)

Now we see 8th King powers are directly connected to the Bethel apostate developments in both prophecies parallel as either "small horn" root system Anglo globalists or the "King North" system developers, they are the same thing, they all equate to the 8th King system builders. (Rev13:11-15);.

#### Bethel Invasion by Infiltration

This is the actual current point of Daniel 11 fulfillment in the Bethel apostate development and 8th King infiltration.

(Daniel 11:41) He (King North/8th King) will also actually enter into the land of the Decoration, and there will be many [people] that will be made to stumble. But these are the ones that will escape out of his hand, Edom and Moab and the main part of the sons of Ammon.

#### Bethel Stumbling Campaign

Now the secondary apostate stumbling activity in Bethel, that now utilizes the web to stumble millions of people by record of Bethel lawless scandals is but another element supporting the evidence of the Bethel "gradually given over" compromise serving 8th King world government concealing objectives.

(Daniel 11:32-35) "And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, he will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words. But as regards the people who are knowing their God, they will prevail and act effectively. 33 And as regards those having insight among the people, they will impart understanding to the sons of Ammon.

All this apostate development background leads to the 3rd UN placement prophecy manifesting in 1990 and the Bethel UN NGO alliance a short time later. (Awake! 9/8/1991)

### 1990 Third UN Placement Parallels

This is the 3rd UN placement event that also surfaces in both prophecies as a continuum to their respective 4th UN placement parallels in Daniel 8:23-25 and Daniel 11:30-45.

#### Daniel 8

(Daniel 8:23) "And in the final part of their kingdom, as the (apostate/impostor) transgressors act to a completion, they will

#### Daniel 11

(Daniel 11:31) "And they (8th King with parties of Daniel 11:30b-31a previously mentioned) will certainly put in place the
**UN NGO Disgusting Thing Bethel Signal**

Thus all the apostate and subversion reality in the Christian anointed ministry represented by the Bethel JW worldwide organization "transgressors" [acting to a completion] is an apostate process that ends up under judgment and required divine purification events as per Daniel 8:13-14.

The UN NGO is evidence of the terminal nature and maturity of this apostate action.

The logic that all this Bethel cover-up co-develops with the events that lead to the 3rd UN placement (1990), and it being concealed by the Bethel apostates and 8th King impostors pre-positioned for such an operation, is within the logic of the prophecy and it's real world developments seen since 1990.

**Temple Judgment Decree and Indictment**

(Daniel 8:13) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one who was speaking: "How long will the vision be of the constant [feature] and of the transgression causing desolation (UN NGO connection), to make both [the] holy place and [the] army things to trample on?" (By 8th King Bethel internal aid and intrigues introducing serious lawless transgression in the ministry)

This temple judgment decree did not fulfill in the 1930s and 40s as Bethel claims, but relates back to the 3rd UN placement parallel and the UN NGO Bethel UN alliances as the key "transgression" and it's connection to the "disgusting thing". This is the temple judgment decree for future fulfillment.

The Bethel stumbling campaign is a secondary effect of their internal lawlessness and subversion priority. (2Pet2:1-3)

**Temple Judgment Timing and Phasing**

(Daniel8: 14) So he said to me: "Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition." (temple purification; Zech3:4-5) Now the 3rd UN progression to 4th UN placement world government will create the global dynamic of the fourth cycle starting that will be recognizable, as will the spiritual temple judgment also provide a unique signal in the spiritual dimension of the final cycle starting in the near future. (1Pet4:17)

The temple judgment timing is given for future verification from this profaned "constant feature" literal removal, cessation of the JW ministry, for 1150 or 2300 days, yet unknown, that will lead to the foretold recovery. That foretold recovery (Rev9-11) will lead to the arrival of Jesus Christ after 8th King world government completes. (Matt24:29)

This is why the final "little scroll" Kingdom of God ultimatum and final Messianic Kingdom proclamation will have to go forth as final invitation and warning guaranteed by God. (Rev10:11; Rev10-11) That final announcement and understanding is what will emerge from the Bethel JW system downfall of the temple judgment decree of Daniel 8:13.

**8th King Globalization Developments Between 3rd and Final UN World Government Placement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Daniel 8</th>
<th>Daniel 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Daniel 8:24-25a) 24 And his power must become mighty, but not by his own power. And in a wonderful way he will cause ruin, and he will certainly prove successful and do effectively. And he will actually bring mighty ones to ruin, also the people made up of [the] holy ones. (Rev11:7; Dan11:45) 25 And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. (Will be unique in application of intelligence and long reaching strategies superior to national powers)</td>
<td>(Daniel 11:36-39) &quot;And the king (1990 defined 3rd UN placement 8th King/King North) will actually do according to his own will, and he will exalt himself and magnify himself above every god; and against the God of gods he will speak marvelous things. And he will certainly prove successful until the denunciation will have come to a finish; because the thing decided upon must be done. 37 And to the God of his fathers he will give no consideration; and to the desire of women and to every other god he will give no consideration, but over everyone he will magnify himself. 38 But to the god of fortresses (Joel3:9-12), in his position he will give glory; and to a god that his fathers did not know he will give glory by means of gold and by means of silver and by means of precious stone and by means of desirable things. (Dan11:42-43) 39 And he will act effectively against the most fortified strongholds (including The USSR; including Bethel, Dan11:31a, 41), along with a foreign god. Whoever has given [him] recognition he will</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See the full explanation of this prophecy [here](#).
Post 1990 Globalist 8th King World Military Positioning

The unique globalist coalition NATO backed Gulf War and the Global War on Terror are parts of this 8th King serving world invasion and world positioning for the final cycle of global war and tribulation in that sector of 8th King global domination as world government completing over that final cycle.

(Daniel 11: 40) "And in the time of the [the] end the king of the south (national powers) will engage with him (globalist powers) in a pushing, and against him the king of the north will storm with chariots and with horsemen and with many ships; and he will certainly enter into the (national) lands and flood over and pass through. (Global 8th King financial and military expansion systems)

Bethel "Invasion" of the 8th King

The Bethel apostasy and guiding 8th King infiltration is the point of Daniel 11 fulfillment at this time, to intensify as Daniel 8:13 8th King "trampling" when the final cycle activates.

This is why Bethel conceals the true meaning of this prophecy, and overly advances JWs to Daniel 11:44 to be expected to fulfill next. That will allow a misapplied premature "attack" of Daniel 11:44 to be applied to the temple desolation of Daniel 8:13 to cover up this reality from Jehovah's witnesses as long as possible.

Critical Truncation of Prophetic 8th King Continuum Reality

The cover up of the 3rd UN placement and the loss of the whole realization Daniel 11:27-45 is "King North" globalist world developments on "King South" predominant national systems, also conceals the final cycle requirement (Dan11:42-45) when that Daniel 11:27-45 progression is examined with 8th King globalism in mind.

For example we know a failed and defunct USSR can never actually "prove successful until the denunciation will have come to a finish" (Dan11:36). Nor can the USSR be a globalized "King North" "ruler of the silver and the gold" of the control of the very basis of global wealth and finance systems. (Dan11:42-43) Thus the USSR is NOT King North nor can it fulfill it's required continuum, but the 8th King known at that covered up 3rd UN placement is King North and can and will fulfill this required continuum from the 3rd UN placement (Dan11:30-41) to 4th UN world government event. (Dan11:42-45)

Thus the final cycle that Daniel 11:27-41 is actually leading to as Daniel 11:42-45 is unknown to Jehovah's witnesses, as is the fourth UN world government and global tribulation "desolation" cycle about to activate that proceeds to the 4th UN event foretold as world government.

These are the events and parallels that must activate next in Daniel 11 prophecy to converge into Daniel 12 final fulfillment.

Fourth/Final Cycle Parallels

Daniel 11

(Daniel 11:42-43) And he (globalist 8th King) will keep thrusting out his hand against the (national) lands, and as regards the land of Egypt (global nation-state system), she will not prove to be an escapee. 43 And he (8th King) will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (complete 8th King wealth and finance globalization and domination) And the Libyans and the Ethiopians will be at his steps.

Daniel 11:42-43 is the next portion of Daniel 11 to activate as the final cycle in it's world and financial dimension. Daniel 11:42-45 will converge into Daniel 12 final fulfillment "during that time". (Dan12:1)

Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment is the next portion of Daniel 8 to activate in it's spiritual temple judgment significance in the context of Daniel 11:42-43 global developments.

Daniel 12

(Daniel 12:7) And I began to hear the man clothed with the linen, who was up above the waters of the stream, as he proceeded to raise his right [hand] and his left [hand] to the heavens and to swear by the One who is alive for time indefinite: "It will be for an appointed time, appointed times and a half. (1260 day signature) And as soon as there will have been a finishing of the dashing of the power (Rev11:7) of the holy people to pieces, all these things will come to their finish."

This final 1260 days forms at some advanced period in the global tribulation in progress. The 1260 days time signature cross links Daniel 7:25, Revelation 11:2-3, Revelation 12:6,14 and Revelation 13:5 concurrent events and or principles.

Fourth UN Placement World Government Parallels

Daniel 8

(Daniel 8:25b) And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care (1Thess5:1-3) he will bring many to ruin.

Daniel 11

(Daniel 11:44) "But there will be reports ("little scroll" Rev10-11:1-7) that will disturb him, out of the surrising and out of the north, and he will certainly go forth in a great rage in order to annihilate and to
And against the Prince of princes he will stand up, but it will be without hand that he will be broken.

And he will plant his palatial tents between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain of Decoration; and he will have to come all the way to his end, and there will be no helper for him.

And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation, there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

Whenever it is that they are saying: “Peace and security!” then sudden destruction is to be instantly upon them just as the pang of distress upon a pregnant woman; and they will by no means escape.

Then the “freedom from care” parallel.

3rd UN Development Connects to 4th UN World Government as a Progression to the Final Cycle

Now we clearly see in the globalist dimension of world power the 3rd UN placement “New World Order” has globalist elite and philosophical ties to the development of world government, and so does the 3rd UN placement prophecy connect to the 4th UN world government cycle and final placement likewise (Dan11:30-45; Dan8:23-25), as a continuum of development to completion of world government.

That Jehovah's witnesses have missed this meaning is very significant, now neither the 3rd or the 4th UN placement have any true significance to Jehovah's witnesses, yet this is the final progression to the final cycle marked by 8th globalization development that also fulfils critical and key prophecy that should be being explained properly.

But as per prophecy, the Bethel apostasy development is evidence the 8th King "had success" and "acts effectively" in this spiritual override dimension still successful in the Bethel apostasy and subversion "operation of error". (2Thess2:1-4);.

But in reality there is a great connection with that post Cold War United Nations presentation and eventual 4th UN placement world government. (Dan11:45; 12:11) The globalization developments that accelerated from that time in 1990 to eventually meet the 8th King objective of world government, even globalizing Russia and West Germany and other USSR satellite nations into their late capitalist globalism system since 1990, are not commented on with any relevant prophetic or world government explanations by Bethel.

Bethel conceals the King North identity as only possible in the 8th King apex world government forming system, with the "USSR is King North" myth. In reality the Bethel UN NGO is but the "tip of the iceberg" of Bethel apostate reality.

Thus the globalization issues and developments in government, finance and military globalization since 1990 do have a direct connection to prophecy, but not according to Bethel as they make no connection to the final cycle requirement of bringing in world government through a final global world war and or tribulation development (Dan11:42-45; Matt24:29) that aids the world government presentation acceptance as the only supra-national "solution" present at that time. (Dan12:1 final fulfillment);

This is also why it is advantageous to world government final phase development to conceal this reality from Jehovah's witnesses and to keep it all out of that global ministry. Thus the forming apostasy in the last point of Christian truth exposing globalist world government development as prophecy since 1919, is logical and shown to be doing it's job: covering up the 3rd UN placement as prophecy and breaking it's connection in prophecy to the 4th UN event as 8th King world government of the future final cycle climax.

This is why developing 8th King world government, since the League of Nations foundation (1919), has used a form of world war three times, including the Cold War (Dan11:29), to present a UN related manifestation after that world war resolved, all three times. Overall the UN globalist 8th King designate will use four cycles to complete 8th King world government as the epimeme of world power in the world and Bible symbology. (See 4 UN Cycles to World Government chart below)

This is why in the world development and the prophecy forecasting it accurately, the UN development has four total global cycles required to develop to resolution (Matt24:29) before the full 8th King world government is completed after the fourth cycle.

Thus as well the Bethel apostasy is logical and clearly seen when we see the true overall 8th King development at work in the world and the Daniel 8 and 11 prophecy describing it's background developments since that 1990 3rd UN placement of great world and prophetic significance conveniently swept under the Bethel rug.

This allows the spiritual completion preparation (Rev10:6-8) by temple judgment (Rev6; Dan8:13-14) to free the final clarification (Rev6; Zech3:4-5) and final warning (Rev9-11) to emerge from these developments in God's strategic supremacy to expose it all (Rev6:7-12; Rev15:16-1:16), from the 1990 point of diversion and to expose it's guiding Bethel "man of lawlessness" in the 1976 Governing Body coup developments supporting it that developed to maturation of apostasy and lawlessness more fully later.

That is the real apostate development "transgressors act to a completion" in that "man of lawlessness" in final form within the Bethel lead administrations and the final apostasy (and it's signal 2Thess2:3) he guides by King North 8th King planning clearly present in the prophecies to conceal this final progression of prophetic reality as long as possible. The 8th King Bethel collusion is actually clearly seen in the Bethel record of developments since 1976.
Only the temple judgment (Dan8:13-14; Rev8:3-5) and actions of God and Christ can fully remove and expose the core of this apostasy, and explain the final cycle as Revelation 8-9 temple judgment and the ministerial recovery parallels must proceed to Revelation 10-11 final fulfillment with Daniel 11:42-45 merging into Daniel 12 final fulfillment over the final years of this final cycle.

=======

Four UN Cycles to World Government in Prophecy

1. 1919 - Rev13:11-15 (Dan12:11 first fulfillment) as League of Nations after WW1;
   A. International Bible Students Association (IBSA) explained as prophecy;

2. 1945 - Rev17:8-11 as United Nations after WW2;
   A. Jehovah's Witnesses (JW) explained as prophecy;

Unknown and unstated by Jehovah's witnesses:

3. 1990 - Daniel 11:31b as United Nations "New World Order" Initiative after WW3 (Cold War) (Dan11:29);
   A. Covered up by Bethel as UN NGO, not explained as prophecy by any religious group;

   A. Not currently explained by Bethel in lieu of a premature "end of the world" deception.
   B. To be explained after the JW temple judgment desolation, purification and removal of lawless Bethel engineered subversion (2Thess2:1-4; Dan11:30-31; Dan8:11-13);